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From Local to Global,
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From Smooth to Rough,
From Static to Dynamic
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Subtitle

Over the course of History, Geometry
had undergone major transformations 
by broadening its scope and its
methods. 
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0. From Old Times on
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Geometry means «measuring the Earth»

� in Ancient China, geometric knowledge 
was developped as,                                            
shown by this                                    
« proof » of th            
Pythagoras                                         
theorem.

� This question mobilized many civilisations
(Egypt, Mesopotamia, China, ...). 
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� for the variety of visions expressed,
� for its long lasting contribution,

� for the model of intellectual creation  
it provided.

We briefly concentrate on the Greek one :
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Euclide’s Elements:

� develops a number of important 
results in Geometry on basic objects : 
lines, planes, circles, conic sections,...

� probably the non religious book with 
the longest influence in the History of 
Mankind, 
� provides a model for Geometry and a 
method to establish it firmly through the 
introduction of the axiomatic method,
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A revolution is due to René DESCARTES
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René DESCARTES
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� laying the foundations for a 
systematic analytic handling of 
geometric problems.

� broadening considerably figures
that can be considered; 

A revolution is due to René DESCARTES who
� through Analytic Geometry, mixed 
numbers and geometric figures with the 
result of:
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A new dimension is due to Isaac NEWTON
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Isaac NEWTON
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� wrote a most influential book, the 
Philosophia Naturalis Principia Mathematica 
in 1687

A new dimension is due to Isaac NEWTON who 
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� wrote a most influential book, the 
Philosophia Naturalis Principia Mathematica 
in 1687 that mimicks Euclid’s Elements 

A new dimension is due to Isaac NEWTON who 
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� He states the fundamental law
of mechanics;

� He formulates the differential 
calculus; 

� wrote a most influential book, the 
Philosophia Naturalis Principia Mathematica 
in 1687 that mimicks Euclid’s Elements 

� He states the law of gravitation.

� and in which he does three things in the 
same course of development:

A new dimension is due to Isaac NEWTON who 
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� wrote another most influential book, the 
Philosophia Naturalis Principia Mathematica 
in 1687 that mimicks Euclid’s Elements 
� and this results in the possibility of 
discussing smooth objects, broadening 
even further the variety of models
available, opening the way to Differential 
Geometry. 

A new dimension is due to Isaac NEWTON who 
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� the first is Carl-Friedrich GAUSS,

We owe to three main figures the definition 
of non-Euclidean geometries:
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Carl Friedrich GAUSS
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� the first one is Carl-Friedrich 
GAUSS, who in the fundamental essay

We owe to three main figures the definition 
of non-Euclidean geometries:
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� the first one is Carl-Friedrich 
GAUSS, who in the fundamental essay
« Disquisitiones Generales circa 
superficies curvas » introduced the 
concept of intrinsic curvature

We owe to three main figures the definition 
of non-Euclidean geometries:
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connected to principal curvatures as follows
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� the first one is Carl-Friedrich 
GAUSS, who in the fundamental essay
« Disquisitiones Generales circa 
superficies curvas » introduced the 
concept of intrinsic curvature that he 
could derive analytically  in his Theorema 
Egregium

We owe to three main figures the definition 
of non-Euclidean geometries:
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� the first one is Carl-Friedrich 
GAUSS,

We owe to three main figures the definition 
of non-Euclidean geometries:

� the one who made the decisive step 
is  Nicolas LOBACHEWSKI
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Nicolas LOBACHEWSKI
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� the first one is Carl-Friedrich 
GAUSS,

We owe to three main figures the definition 
of non-Euclidean geometries:

� the one who made the decisive step 
is Nicolas LOBACHEWSKI,
� but Janosz BOLYAI
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Janosz BOLYAI
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� the first one is Carl-Friedrich 
GAUSS,

We owe to three main figures the definition 
of non-Euclidean geometries:

� the one who made the decisive step 
is Nicolas LOBACHEWSKI,
� but Janosz BOLYAI should not be 

forgotten.
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The next generalisation of Geometry came 
from the genius of Bernhard RIEMANN
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Bernhard RIEMANN
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The next generalisation of Geometry came 
from the genius of Bernhard RIEMANN in
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The next generalisation of Geometry came 
from the genius of Bernhard RIEMANN in 
« Über die Hypothesen, welche der 
Geometrie zu Grunde liegen » published 
after his death in 1868:

� it is founded on the variability of 
the line element g, that is a scalar product 
on tangent vectors at each point 

g = gij(xk) dxi dxj ,
� the intrinsic curvature of GAUSS is 

vastly generalized by a 4-tensor Rijk
l whose 

vanishing characterizes Euclidean metrics. 
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1. From Local to Global
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It took quite some time to formalize it to a 
satisfactory level of generality into that of a 
manifold.   

The need to view spaces in a global way was 
already considered by RIEMANN when he 
introduced the concept of Riemann surfaces. 

A great geometer such as Élie CARTAN
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Élie CARTAN
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It took quite some time to formalize it to a 
satisfactory level of generality into that of a 
manifold.   

The need to view spaces in a global way was 
already considered by RIEMANN when he 
introduced the concept of Riemann surfaces. 

A great geometer such as Élie CARTAN started 
an article in the 1920s by saying: « The 
concept of a manifold is a subtle concept. Let 
M be a manifold... ».
It was finally formalized by Hassler WHITNEY
in the 1930s.
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It was then recognized that spaces having 
locally a product structure between a piece of 
a manifold and a model space were particularly 
interesting. This is the bundle approach, due in 
particular to Charles EHRESMANN
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Charles EHRESMANN
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It was then recognized that spaces having 
locally a product structure between a piece of 
a manifold and a model space were particularly 
interesting. This is the bundle approach, due in 
particular to Charles EHRESMANN.

Identifying invariants that would allow to 
detect whether a bundle is globally a product 
or not was important. 
This connected with some earlier work by 
Henri POINCARÉ
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Henri POINCARÉ
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It was then recognized that spaces having 
locally a product structure between a piece of 
a manifold and a model space were particularly 
interesting. This is the bundle approach, due in 
particular to Charles EHRESMANN.

Identifying invariants that would allow to 
detect whether a bundle is globally a product 
or not was important. 
This connected with some earlier work by 
Henri POINCARÉ, who created a new branch of 
Mathematics, that he called Analysis Situs
and is now called Topology.
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Some find the origin of Topology in the work 
of LEIBNIZ and/or EULER in connection with 
the famous problem of the seven bridges of 
Königsberg 
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A formula linking together Geometry and 
Topology appeared already in the 19th

century: the Gauss-Bonnet formula.
It says that on a compact surface M 
endowed with a line element g

∫M Kg volg = 2π Euler(M)

where Kg denotes Gauss’ intrinsic curvature 
and Euler(M) a topological invariant 
connected to the number of holes of  M .
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This formula can be vastly generalized and 
Shiing Shen CHERN provided several ways 
for this, notably through the Chern Classes.
One example is valid for a compact manifold 
M of dimension  2n  endowed with a line 
element  g

∫M Pn(Rg) volg = an Euler(M)

where P(Rg) denotes a polynomial in Riemann’s 
curvature tensor and an a universal constant.
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The Gauss-Bonnet formula has been vastly 
generalized through the Index Theorem due 
to Michael ATIYAH and Isadore SINGER

The theme « Links between Curvature and 
Topology » has been most active in Geometry. 
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Michael ATIYAH and Isadore SINGER
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The theme « Links between Curvature and 
Topology » has been most active in Geometry. 
The Gauss-Bonnet formula has been vastly 
generalized through the Index Theorem due 
to Michael ATIYAH and Isadore SINGER. 
It says that for any elliptic operator 
between sections of bundles over a compact 
manifold, its analytic index, that can be 
computed from its leading term involving its 
geometry, and its topological index, involving 
the Chern classes of the bundle. 
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2. From Smooth to Rough
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Several other mathematicians have developed 
this idea to look at spaces that are less 
smooth than manifolds:
� Alexander ALEXANDROV
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Alexander ALEXANDROV
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Several other mathematicians have developed 
this idea to look at spaces that are less 
smooth than manifolds:
� Alexander ALEXANDROV focused his 
attention on less regular spaces. He
introduced in particular a notion of spaces
with lower and upper bounds for their 
curvature provided one can define 
shortest paths by comparing to model 
spaces with constant curvature; 
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Several other mathematicians have developed 
this idea to look at spaces that are less 
smooth than manifolds:
� Alexander ALEXANDROV focused his 
attention on less regular spaces. He
introduced in particular a notion of spaces
with lower and upper bounds for their 
curvature provided one can define 
shortest paths in the space by comparing 
to model spaces with constant curvature; 
� Mikhail GROMOV
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Mikhail GROMOV
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Several other mathematicians have developed 
this idea to look at spaces that are less 
smooth than manifolds:
� Alexander ALEXANDROV focused his 
attention on less regular spaces. He 
introduced in particular a notion of spaces
with lower and upper bounds for their 
curvature provided one can define 
shortest paths in the space by comparing 
to model spaces with constant curvature; 
� Mikhail GROMOV went much further 
and considered general families of metric 
spaces.
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Mikhail GROMOV introduced the very 
efficient tool of a distance on the space of 
metric spaces, the Gromov-Hausdorff 
distance allowing to study the convergence of 
geometric properties on a family of spaces:
� He proves that: «spaces having an upper 
bound on their diameter and a lower bound 
on their curvature form a precompact set 
in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology»;
� He also found completely unexpected 
applications to Group Theory, relating 
their algebraic structure to properties of 
a metric space he attaches to them.
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The Gromov-Hausdorff distance has been 
used in shape analysis in computer science:
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One Small Step for Gromov, 
One Giant Leap for Shape Analysis

A window into the 2009 Abel Laureate's contribution in 
computer vision and computer graphics

Guillermo SAPIRO

University of Minnesota
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The Gromov-Hausdorff distance has been 
used in shape analysis in computer science:
What is the goal?
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3. From Static to Dynamic
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In 1905, Albert EINSTEIN introduced his 
Theory of Special Relativity, that forced to 
unify space and time.
The basic mathematical concept behind it is 
the use of generalized metrics, the 
Lorentzian metrics, such as the Minkowski 
metric 

g = -c2 dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2.
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For that, he was greatly helped in his 
mathematical quest by his colleague at the 
ETH Zurich Marcel GROSSMANN

Later, Albert EINSTEIN went one step 
further in his General Theory of Relativity, 
that revolutionised the theory of gravitation.
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Marcel GROSSMANN
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For that, he was greatly helped in his
mathematical quest by his colleague at the 
ETH Zurich Marcel GROSSMANN, who 
introduced him to a variant of the Riemann 
curvature due to Grigorio RICCI-CURBASTRO

Later, Albert EINSTEIN went one step 
further in his General Theory of Relativity, 
that revolutionised the theory of gravitation.
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Grigorio RICCI-CURBASTRO
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For that, he was greatly helped in his
mathematical quest by his colleague at the 
ETH Zurich Marcel GROSSMANN, who 
introduced him to a variant of the Riemann 
curvature due to Grigorio RICCI-CURBASTRO,
the Ricci curvature, introduced in 1904 for 
strictly mathematical purposes. 

As you know, Albert EINSTEIN went later 
one step further in his General Theory of 
Relativity, that revolutionized the theory of 
gravitation.
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Albert EINSTEIN
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In this theory, the metric is determined by 
the position of the matter and other physical 
fields. 
Because of the signature of the metric (-+++) 
the field equations can be viewed as a 
dynamic equation on the family of Riemannian
metrics induced on space hypersurfaces, that 
are 3-dimensional manifolds.
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In this theory, the metric is determined by 
the position of the matter and other physical 
fields. 
Because of the signature of the metric (-+++) 
the field equations can be viewed as a 
dynamic equation on the family of Riemannian
metrics induced on space hypersurfaces, that 
are 3-dimensional manifolds.
The leading term of this dynamic is the Ricci 
curvature of the space hypersurfaces. This 
lead to the idea of «deforming the metric in 
the direction of its Ricci curvature». 
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The first one to use this idea in Mathematics
has been Thierry AUBIN in 1970 who was 
looking for an infinitesimal result.
In 1979, in a conference in Berlin at the 
invitation of Udo SIMON, I asked the following 
question:

In 1982, the existence of the flow of - Ricci
was proved by Richard HAMILTON
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Richard HAMILTON
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The first one to use this idea in Mathematics
has been Thierry AUBIN in 1970 who was 
looking for an infinitesimal result.
In 1979, in a conference in Berlin at the 
invitation of Udo SIMON, I asked the following 
question:

In 1982, the existence of the flow of - Ricci
was proved by Richard HAMILTON who 
deduced from it beautiful geometrical results 
under some curvature assumptions.
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In a series of papers around the turn of the 
century, Grigory PERELMAN
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Grigory PERELMAN
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In a series of papers around the turn of the 
century, Grigory PERELMAN shows that, 
without any curvature assumptions, the Ricci 
flow can develop singularities that can be 
controled.
He shows that, on a 3-dimensional simply 
connected manifold, the metric converges to a 
metric with constant curvature, hence 
providing a proof of the Poincaré conjecture.
This is a wonderful success for Modern
Geometry and its evolution from local to 
global, from smooth to rough, from static to 
dynamic.
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Another geometric development that was 
triggered by Physics is the development of 
Non-Commutative Geometry due to Alain 
CONNES
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Alain CONNES
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Another geometric development also triggered 
by Physics, namely Quantum Mechanics, is due 
to Alain CONNES:

� he starts from the algebra of 
observables, that he does not suppose to 
be commutative as is the algebra of 
functions on a usual space;
� he notices that non-commutativity 
creates an internal dynamic to this 
generalized Geometry;
� here again, continuous and discrete are 
reunified allowing new models for Physics
and Number Theory. 
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Concluding Remarks
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The broadening of Geometry will certainly go 
on and benefit from many influences:
� the role of Physics has been mentioned 
several times;
� other disciplines such as Computer 
Science and Biology will certainly play an 
increasing role in the future;
� the trends stressed in the lecture will 
certainly be also present. 
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This was also an opportunity to go through a 
gallery of portraits of mathematicians who 
made outstanding contributions:
� they all pushed the boundary of the 
discipline;
� they often showed exceptional
technical ability in solving difficult
problems;
� one should stress that some of the most 
important developments came from pure 
curiosity and search for beauty. 
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Jean-Pierre BOURGUIGNON
JPB@ihes.fr

I thank you for your attention.
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This should not make us forget about the 
human dimension. From this point of view, 
Shiing Shen CHERN is undisputably a model, 
because of his special attention to young 
students and colleagues. 
Here is a special picture of him from a lecture 
at the Mathematisches Institut Oberwolfach. 
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